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ABSTRACT
Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) and dynamic power management
(DPM) are the two main techniques for reducing the energy con-
sumption of embedded systems. The effectiveness of both DVSand
DPM needs to be considered in the development of an energy man-
agement policy for a system that consists of both DVS-enabled and
DPM-enabled components. The characteristics of the power source
also have to be explicitly taken into account. In this paper,we pro-
pose a policy to maximize the operational lifetime of a DVS-DPM
enabled embedded system powered by a fuel cell-battery (FC-B)
hybrid source. We show that the lifetime of the system is deter-
mined by the fuel consumption of the fuel cell (FC), and that the
fuel consumption can be minimized by a combination of a load en-
ergy minimization policy and an optimal fuel flow control policy.
The proposed method, when applied to a randomized task trace,
demonstrated superior performance compared to competing poli-
cies based on DVS and/or DPM.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:
C.3 [Special-purpose and application-based systems]:- real-
time systems and embedded systems

General Terms: Algorithms, Design

Keywords: DPM, DVS, fuel cell, hybrid power, embedded system

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy minimization has always been a critical design criteria

for portable embedded systems. DVS (dynamic voltage scaling)
and DPM (dynamic power management) are the two main tech-
niques to reduce the energy consumption for such systems. DVS
saves energy by operating the system at a lower frequency andthus
a lower voltage, while DPM saves energy by putting the system
into a lower power state when the idle time is long enough.

There has been lots of work in the areas of DVS and DPM. Most
DVS work is associated with task scheduling, and can be classi-
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fied into offline task scheduling algorithms [1, 2, 3] or online task
scheduling algorithms [4, 5]. Offline algorithms scale the voltage
based on the difference between the worst case execution time and
the deadline. Online algorithms utilize the variation of run-time ex-
ecution times and scale the voltage even lower. Work in DPM has
centered around prediction of future idle periods [6, 7], aggrega-
tion of small idle times to get longer idle durations [3, 8], stochas-
tic control techniques based on Markov chain models [9, 10],etc.
Techniques that combine the concepts of DVS and DPM policies
to further reduce power usage have been proposed in [11, 12, 13].
The Markov chain-based stochastic approach is used to determine
the voltage levels of the DVS processor in [11]. The work in [12]
treats the different voltage levels of the DVS processor as multiple
active power modes and then applies DPM based on a stochastic
approach. The algorithm proposed in [13] looks at the trade offs
between the DVS-enabled CPU and the DPM-enabled devices to
choose the scaling level of the CPU. None of these approachestake
into account the characteristics of the power source.

In this paper we propose a DVS-DPM policy that maximizes the
operational lifetime of an embedded system powered by a fuelcell
based hybrid power source. The embedded system consists of a
processor (CPU) which supports DVS and peripheral devices such
as memory, flash disk, ASIC, etc, some of which support DPM. We
consider fuel cells (FC) as the power source since they have very
high energy density and can meet the growing energy demand of
embedded systems. Unfortunately, an FC has limited peak power
capacity and can hardly track the frequent and large fluctuations in
the load demand. So we use an FC-battery (FC-B) hybrid source
which has the high energy density of FC and the high power den-
sity of battery [14]. FCs have different characteristics compared to
traditional power sources (e.g., batteries) that have to beexplicitly
taken into account in the development of the energy management
policies.

In our prior work, we have proposed FC-aware algorithms when
the FC works at a fixed output level [15] as well as when the FC
works at multiple output levels [16]. While in both cases, the volt-
age scaling level of the CPU is a function of the power model of
the embedded system and the power state of the hybrid source,the
work in [16] allows fuel flow control and results in additional fuel
savings. Both [15, 16] considered the FC system efficiency tobe a
constant, which is true for our first hybrid power source prototype
built with PWM DC-DC converter and constant fan speed control
policy. In [17], we proposed a more efficient FC configurationwith
a PWM-PFM DC-DC converter and variable fan speed control pol-
icy that had higher efficiency. We proposed an efficient FC output
control policy and applied this policy on top of a traditional DPM
algorithm traditional DPM algorithm to derive a FC-aware DVS-



DPM policy. In this paper, we unify our prior work to handle both
DVS and DPM. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Proposed a system-wide energy-efficient DVS-DPM policy,
which considers the CPU energy as well as the device energy
during both the active period and the idle period.

• Formally proved that the proposed FC control policy is opti-
mal in terms of minimizing the fuel consumption.

• Developed the FC-aware DVS-DPM algorithm, which mini-
mizes both the energy consumption of the embedded system
and the fuel consumption of the FC-B power source.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 intro-
duces the characteristics of the system under consideration and the
optimization framework. Section 3 illustrates our method through
a motivational example. Section 4 presents the proposed algorithm
which optimizes both the energy consumption and the fuel con-
sumption. Experimental results based on random task tracesare
given in Section 5, and the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 System overview
The system under consideration is shown in Figure 1. It consists

of an embedded system that includes a DVS-enabled CPU and mul-
tiple DPM-enabled peripheral devices and is powered by an FC-B
hybrid source. The FC-B source consists of an FC as the primary
source that provides the average power, and a rechargeable battery
that supports the fluctuations in the load demand. The charging and
discharging of the battery is controlled by the CMS (charge man-
agement system). The control system implements a fuel-efficient
energy management policy; it applies DVS/DPM policy to the em-
bedded system and a fuel flow control policy to the FC system.

FC stack
Primary
DC-DC

Embedded system

CPU

Device

Device

CMS*

Battery

PF

IF

Ifc

FC system

Control system

To controller, fan,..

*CMS: charge management system

fuel flow control DVS
DPM

VDC=12V

DC-DC

Figure 1: System overview.

2.1.1 Embedded system
DVS enabled CPU: The CPU power consumption consists of the
dynamic power,Pdyn, and the static power (including the intrinsic
power and the leakage power). This is modeled as

PCPU = Ce f f ×V2
dd× f

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pdyn

+Pon+Vdd× Istatic
︸ ︷︷ ︸

static power

, (1)

where bothPon and Istatic are assumed to be constant,Ce f f is the
effective capacitance determined by the switching activities, Vdd
is the supply voltage andf is the operating frequency. Sincef ∝
(Vdd−Vt)σ

Vdd
, whereVt is the threshold voltage, andσ is a system pa-

rameter. We assumeVdd ≫Vt andσ = 2, then f ∝ Vdd.
We defines as the scaling factor which is the ratio of the highest

frequency to the operating frequency. Thuss≥ 1 ands∝ V−1
dd . We

defineκ1 as the ratio ofPdyn to PCPU andκ2 as the ratio ofPon to
PCPU at the highest frequency. ThenPCPU is represented as

PCPU(s) = PCPU(1)× (κ1s−3 +κ2 +(1−κ1−κ2)s
−1). (2)

If a task can be finished within timeτ at the highest frequency, then
for scaling factors, its duration stretches tos× τ. The correspond-
ing energy consumption is

ECPU(s) = PCPU(1)× τ× (κ1s−2 +κ2s+(1−κ1 −κ2)). (3)

When the CPU is not executing any task, it is considered to be
idle. In this mode, the CPU power consumption is a constant value,
and is ignored in this paper.

DPM enabled devices: While some modern CPUs support dy-
namic power management (DPM), in this paper, we only consider
DPM control of the peripheral devices. Without loss of generality,
we assume that a device has three power modes: RUN, STANDBY
and SLEEP. During theactive period(the execution of a task), the
enabled device is in the RUN mode and the corresponding power
consumption isPrun. When the task finishes, theidle period is
initiated and the device goes into the STANDBY mode; the corre-
sponding power consumption isPsdb. When the idle period is long
enough, the device can be put into the SLEEP mode and the cor-
responding power consumption isPslp. We assume thatPrun, Psdb
andPslp are constant values. It is obvious thatPrun > Psdb> Pslp.

We assume that there is no direct transition between the SLEEP
mode and the RUN mode, i.e., the transition must go through the
STANDBY mode. The transition overhead between the STANDBY
mode and the RUN mode is assumed to be zero, and we only con-
sider the transition overhead between the SLEEP mode and the
STANDBY mode. The transition delay to the SLEEP mode isτpd
(pd: power down) and the corresponding power consumption is
Ppd. The transition delay from the SLEEP mode isτwu (wu: wake
up) and the corresponding power consumption isPwu. We put the
device into the SLEEP mode when the idle period is longer than
the break-even time,Tbe. Tbe is determined byPsdb, Pslp and the
transition overhead [9].

The device energy consumption during the active period is de-
fined asEact, and the energy consumption during the idle period is
defined asEidle which also includes the transition overhead. The
total energy consumed by the device is thenEDVC = Eact +Eidle.

2.1.2 FC-B hybrid power source
FC system: As shown in Figure 1, the FC system consists of the
FC stack, the primary DC-DC converter, and other components(not
shown) such as the cooling fan, the air supply fan, the fuel pump,
etc. In the FC stack,H2 andO2 react to produce electricity. The
primary DC-DC converter is in charge of power regulation, and has
a constant output voltage of 12 V.

The FC output powerPF can be set to a value in theload fol-
lowing range, Ω = [Pmin

F ,Pmax
F ], by varying the fuel flow rate. The

corresponding FC output current is calculated by

IF =
PF

VDC
. (4)

The FC system efficiency,ηs, is determined by the FC stack ef-
ficiency, the primary DC-DC converter efficiency, and the power
consumed by other components. Figure 2 plotsηs as a function of
the FC output current,IF . When the air supply fan and the cooling
fan operate at the optimal speed determined by the output current,
the FC system efficiency is shown in Figure 2(b). In the load fol-
lowing range,ηs can be represented byηs= α−β× IF whereα > 0
andβ > 0. This is the case that is considered in this paper. A sim-
pler mechanism is to operate the fans at constant speed (regardless
of the FC output) and has been considered in [15, 16]. In such a
system,ηs appears to be almost constant within the load following
range, as shown in Figure 2(c), and can be said to correspond to the
case whenβ = 0.
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Figure 2: Measured FC stack efficiency and FC system efficiency of
the BCS 20 W, 20 stack, room-temperature hydrogen fuel cell (@2 psig
H2 pressure).

The fuel flow rate is proportional to the FC stack current,I f c. In
our system, the relationship betweenI f c andIF is given by

I f c =
γ× IF

ηs
=

γ× IF
α−β× IF

, (5)

whereγ is a constant determined by the FC system.

Battery: The battery in Figure 1 acts as an energy buffer. The
battery status is denoted asB which is the remaining energy in the
battery, and the capacity of the battery is denoted asBmax. When
PF is higher than the load power, the charge management system
(CMS) switches the battery to the charging mode, and the corre-
sponding energy stored into the battery is denoted asEchg. When
PF is lower than the load power, the battery works in the discharg-
ing mode to support the embedded system, and the energy pulled
from the battery is denoted asEdis. In this work, we assume that
the CMS and the battery perform zero-loss charging/discharging
operations.

2.2 Optimization framework
Our goal is to maximize the operational lifetime of the FC with

a fixed amount of fuel, which is the same as minimizing the fuel
consumption due to execution of a set of tasks. The fuel consump-
tion is proportional to the integration ofI f c over time, and thus the
cost function that we need to minimize is defined as

C =
Z

I f c ·dt. (6)

The following constraints have to be satisfied. First the FC out-
put power has to be within the load following range, i.e.,

FC-constraint: Pmin
F ≤ PF ≤ Pmax

F . (7)

At any point in time, we cannot store energy into the battery after it
has been fully charged, and we cannot pull energy from the battery
if it has been exhausted. We refer to these as the hard constraints
of the battery, i.e.,

Hard B-constraint: 0≤ B+Echg−Edis ≤ Bmax
. (8)

To maintain a robust and stable operation, we add an additional
battery constraint as shown in Equation (9). This constraint is a
soft constraint, and could be violated when it conflicts withthe
FC-constraintor theHard B-constraint.

Soft B-constraint: Echg= Edis. (9)

Figure 3 illustrates the energy flow of the FC-B system. The
fuel consumption in terms ofC transforms to the FC output energy,

FC system
(C)

Embedded
system

Battery

Echg Edis

ELOAD
EFC

Figure 3: Energy flow of the system under consideration.

EFC =
R

PF ·dt. The embedded system consumes energyELOAD.
If all the above constraints are satisfied, we haveEFC = ELOAD.

We summarize the definitions used in this paper in Table 1.

Table 1: Definitions
s the scaling factor of the DVS-enable CPU,s≥ 1.
PCPU(s) CPU power when it is scaled bys.
κ1,κ2 the coefficients in CPU power model.
Prun,Psdb,Psl p device power in RUN/STANDBY/SLEEP mode.
Ppd, Pwu device power when entering/exiting SLEEP mode.
τpd, τwu delay when entering/exiting the SLEEP mode.
Tbe break-even time of the DPM component.
d deadline of the task.
τ execution time of the task whens= 1.
ECPU(s) CPU energy consumption.
Eact(s),Eidle(s) device energy consumption during active/idle period.
EDVC(s) device energy consumption,EDVC = Eact +Eidle.
ELOAD(s) load energy consumption,ELOAD = ECPU +EDVC.
B battery status, the remaining energy in the battery
Bmax battery capacity.
Echg, Edis energy charged to/discharged from the battery.
PF , IF FC system output power/current.
Ω=[Pmin

F ,Pmax
F ] load following range of the FC system.

VDC = 12 V output voltage of the primary DC-DC converter.
ηs FC system efficiency.
α,β, γ the coefficients of FC system.
I f c FC stack current.
C cost function, the integration ofI f c over time.

3. MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE
We illustrate the proposed FC-aware DPM-DVS method with a

motivational example. To simplify the analysis, we consider a sin-
gle task that requires one peripheral device coupled with the CPU.

The CPU power model is specified byPCPU(1) = 10 W,κ1 = 0.8
andκ2 = 0.1. The CPU supports scaling factors from 1 to 2 with
steps of 0.1. The power modes of the peripheral device are specified
by Prun = 8 W,Psdb= 4 W,Pslp = 1.6 W, τpd = τwu = 0.05 sec and
Ppd = Pwu = 6.4 W. The break-even time isTbe = 0.2 sec. The task
is specified by its deadline,d = 2 sec, and its execution time,τ =
1 sec. The FC system output can be varied between [4 15] W; its
coefficients areα = 0.46, β = 0.13 andγ = 0.32. The battery is
pre-charged to half of its capacity 100mA-hr. The FC output only
changes at the boundaries of the task.

As shown in Figure 1, the system-level management policy con-
sists of a policy applied to the embedded system and a policy ap-
plied to the FC power source. In this example, we consider four dif-
ferent policies for the embedded system and two different policies
for the FC. The embedded system policies are: (a) Policybaseline
which does not apply any DVS or DPM technique, (b) PolicyDVS
which minimizesECPU by applying DVS on the CPU, (c) Policy
DPM which minimizesEDVC by apply DPM on the device, and (d)
the proposed policyDVSDPM which minimizesELOAD by apply-
ing both DVS and DPM on the embedded system. The FC policies
are: (1) PolicyASAPwhich sets the FC output power as close to
the load power profile as possible, and (2) proposed policyOFC
which sets the FC output power to an average value in the task du-
ration and lets the battery switch between discharging and charging



modes. The corresponding load profiles and the FC output levels
for the eight combinations are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Motivational example - profiles of different policies.

First we check the energy metrics of the four different polices on
the embedded system side. Table 2 lists the scaling factors and the
values ofECPU, EDVC andELOAD under different policies. We see
thatDVShas the lowest value ofECPU but the highestEDVC, DPM
has the lowest value ofEDVC but the highestECPU. DVSDPM
considers both DVS and DPM, and is successful at achieving the
lowest total energy consumption,ETOTAL.

Table 2: Motivational example - load energy metrics
(a) baseline (b) DVS (c) DPM (d) DVSDPM

s 1 2 1 1.3
ECPU 10 J 5 J 10 J 7.03 J
EDVC 12 J 16 J 10.08 J 12 J
ELOAD 22 J 21 J 20.08 J 19.03 J

To illustrate the difference between the two FC control policies,
consider the profiles shown in Figure 4(a-1) and Figure 4(a-2). The
load power during the active period ([0 sec, 1 sec]) is 18 W. Policy
ASAPsetsPF to 15 W according to theFC-constraint(given in
Equation (7)) and this causes the battery to discharge. To satisfy
theSoft B-Constraint(given in Equation (9)), during the idle period
([1 sec, 2 sec])PF is adjusted from 4 W to 7 W. If instead we use
Policy OFC, then for the entire duration (active period and idle
period), FC output power is set to 11 W as shown in Figure 4(a-2).

After determiningPF , we calculate the fuel consumption in terms
of C by using Equations (4) (5) and (6). The values ofC for the
eight policy-combinations are shown in Table 3. As we can see, the
lowest fuel consumption is achieved by the combination of Policy
DVSDPM and PolicyOFC.

Table 3: Motivational example - fuel consumptionC (A-s)
(a) baseline (b) DVS (c) DPM (d) DVSDPM

(1) ASAP 1.83 1.61 1.68 1.51
(2) OFC 1.72 1.62 1.52 1.42

4. ALGORITHM OFC DVS DPM
The proposed algorithmOFC DVSDPM consists of two main

steps: load energy minimizationby applying DVS and DPM to-
gether, followed byoptimal FC output control. When we cannot
control the FC output, as in our previous work [15], the minimal
load energy consumption does not correspond to the minimal fuel
consumption. However, if the FC has the capability to changeits
output power by controlling the fuel flow rate, the load energy min-
imization is an essential step for fuel minimization [16, 17]. This
will be formally proved in Section 4.1.2.

We first describe our algorithm for the single task case, and then
expand it to the multiple-task case.

4.1 Single task

4.1.1 Load energy minimization
We first describe how to minimizeELOAD where there is only

one peripheral device involved. Let the task have a deadlined and
execution timeτ. We define a break-even scaling factor,sbe, corre-
sponding toTbe, as

sbe =
d−Tbe

τ
. (10)

The system-level energy consumption of the embedded systemis

ELOAD(s) = ECPU(s)+EDVC(s) = ECPU(s)+Eact(s)+Eidle(s),
(11)

whereECPU is calculated by Equation (3), and the device energy
consumptions are calculated by

Eact(s) = Prun×s× τ, (12)

Eidle(s)=

{
Psl p× (d−sτ− τpd− τwu)+Ppdτpd +Pwuτwu if s≤ sbe,

Psdb× (d−sτ) otherwise.
(13)

SinceELOAD in Equation (11) is convex in the range ofs≤ sbe
as well as in the range ofs> sbe, we can find the optimal scaling
factor by comparing the two minimum values in these two ranges.
For instance, whens≤ sbe, the energy function can be expanded to

ELOAD(s) = Pslp× (d− τpd− τwu)+Ppdτpd +Pwuτwu+
(
(κ1s−3 +κ2 +(1−κ1 −κ2)s

−1)×PCPU(1)+Prun−Pslp
)
×sτ,

and its minimal value occurs ats = 3

√

2κ1×PCPU(1)
κ2×PCPU(1)+Prun−Pslp

. Note

that the scaling factor has to be bounded bysbe by definition. Sim-
ilarly, the minimal value ofELOAD(s) whens> sbe occurs ats =
3

√
2κ1×PCPU(1)

κ2×PCPU(1)+Prun−Psdb
.

The power model of a real system might be more complicated
and cannot be expressed by simple convex functions. In that case,
the optimal scaling factor has to be determined by numericalsearch.

Next we consider the case when the task execution requiresn
devices, and each device has a different break-even timeTbe,k. We
sort the devices in decreasing order of their break-even times, so
that sbe,1 ≤ sbe,2 ≤ ·· · ≤ sbe,n. Next we determine the value of
s which minimizesELOAD(s) by searching in each of the interval
(sbe,k−1,sbe,k]. In a real system, the CPU only supports a few dis-
crete scaling levels, so the scaling factor corresponding to the min-
imum energy consumption can be easily calculated by numerical
search.

Note that our approach is similar to [13], but is more generalin
that it considers more accurate power models for both the CPUand
the peripheral devices, multiple devices and devices with multiple
power states.



4.1.2 Optimal FC output control
After determining the load power profile, we set the FC output

power such that the fuel consumption is minimized. In our previous
work [17], we have shown that setting an average FC output power
during the wholetask slot(active period + idle period) corresponds
to the lowest fuel consumption. This is formally proved below.

THEOREM 1. When a fixed amount of energy is to be drawn
from the FC in a fixed amount of time, less fuel is consumed by op-
erating the FC at a single output level than operating it at multiple
output levels.

PROOF. We only need to prove that operating the FC at one sin-
gle power output level consumes less fuel than operating it at two
power output levels.

Assume that we want to draw energyE from the FC in timeT .
We consider two policies.

• Setting I: We first operate the FC at output levelĨF,1 in a
duration with lengthλT , where 0< λ < 1. Then we operate
it at output levelĨF,2 in the remaining duration of length(1−
λ)T . The two output levels have to satisfy

VDC× (ĨF,1×λT + ĨF,2× (1−λ)T ) = E . (14)

According to Equations (5) and (6), the corresponding cost
function is

C I =
γ× ĨF,1

α−β× ĨF,1
×λT +

γ× ĨF,2

α−β× ĨF,2
× (1−λ)T

= f (ĨF,1)×λ+ f (ĨF,2)× (1−λ), (15)

where functionf (x) is in the form of f (x) = γ×x×T
α−β×x .

• Setting II: We operate the FC at the output levelĨF in the
whole duration. Similarly we have

VDC× ĨF ×T = E , (16)

and the cost function is

C II =
γ× ĨF

α−β× ĨF
×T = f (ĨF ). (17)

Function f (x) is convex in the load following range, because
f ′′(x) > 0. From Equations (14) and (16), we know that

ĨF,1×λ+ ĨF,2× (1−λ) = ĨF . (18)

Based on the definition of the convex function,

C I > C II . (19)

Thus Setting II with a single output level consumes less fuel. Note
that if the FC system has constant efficiency as shown in Figure
2(c), i.e.,β = 0, thenC I = C II and the single level output level is
still a good choice.

LEMMA 1. If the FC operates at a single output level, lower
FC output energy corresponds to lower fuel consumption.

PROOF. In durationT , assume that the single FC outputIF =
Îlow delivers energyE low, and that the single FC outputIF = Îhigh

delivers energyEhigh. If Ehigh > E low, Îhigh > Îlow becauseIF is
a linear function ofE . Chigh > C low since the cost functionC is
monotonically increasing asIF increases. That is,

Ehigh > E low ⇒ Îhigh > Îlow ⇒Chigh > Clow. (20)

Note that Lemma 1 also shows that lowerELOAD results in lower
fuel consumption.

From Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, we see that for a certainELOAD,
the minimum fuel consumption is achieved by setting the FC output
level to a single value given by

PF =
ELOAD

d
. (21)

If the desired value ofPF is beyond the FC load following range,
i.e., theFC-constraint in Equation (7) is violated, we setPF to
Pmax

F (if ELOAD
d > Pmax

F ) or Pmin
F (if ELOAD

d < Pmin
F ). If the desired

value ofPF cannot satisfy theHard B-constraint, we setPF to the
closest boundary value determined by Equation (8). In thesecases,
we might have to sacrifice theSoft B-constraintfor the current task
slot, and the difference betweenEdis andEchg is compensated for
in the following task slot (slots) by appropriate choice ofPF .

4.2 Algorithm OFC DVS DPM
Figure 5 describes the flow chart of AlgorithmOFC DVSDPM.

For each task, we first do load energy minimization, and then find
the optimal FC operating level. This is performed sequentially for
each task in the task queue.

Input: task sequence,
FC-B power parameters

k=1

Load energy minimization
determine the scaling factor for   task Tk

Optimal FC output control
determine the FC output in the task slot

Apply the DVS-DPM policy on the embedded
system, and control the FC system output to

execute task Tk

k=k+1

End of the task sequence?

NO

End

YES

Figure 5: Flow chart of Algorithm OFC DVS DPM.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed al-

gorithm, OFC DVSDPM, with the competing policies for a syn-
thetic random task trace.

5.1 Experimental settings
The FC-B power source consists of an FC with load following

range [4 W, 15 W] and coefficientsα = 0.46,β = 0.13 andγ = 0.32,
and a battery which has been pre-charged to its capacity,Bmax =
100 mA-hr.

The embedded system consists of one CPU and two devices,D1
andD2. The power specifications of the CPU (at highest frequency)
are as follows: the intrinsic power is 2 W, the static power is1 W,
and the dynamic power is determined by the task since different
task has different switch activities. The scaling factors supported
by the CPU are in the range of 1 to 2 with steps of 0.1. The device
power specifications are given in Table 4.



Table 4: Device power specification
Prun Psdb Psl p Ppd τpd Pwu τwu Tbe

D1 8 W 4 W 0.5 W 4 W 0.05 s 4 W 0.05 s 0.1 s
D2 5 W 2 W 0.5 W 1 W 0.05 s 4 W 0.1 s 0.25 s

There are four groups of tasks,T1, T2, T3 andT4, executed se-
quentially. For each task groupTk, there are multiple task instances
of the same task type (i.e., the same CPU power model and the
same device set). The number of task instances is randomly gener-
ated between 50 to 100. The deadline of a task instance is chosen
from in a uniform distribution between 5 sec and 10 sec; and the
task execution time is the product of the deadline and processor
utilization which again is randomly chosen from the range 30% to
100 %. The CPU dynamic power and the required device set of the
tasks in each task group are specified in Table 5.

Table 5: Task specification
Task T1 T2 T3 T4

Pdyn(1) 8W 10 W 8W 6W
Device Set D1 - D1,D2 D2

5.2 Experimental results
We apply four embedded system policies (baseline, DVS, DPM,

DVSDPM) in combination with two FC control policies (ASAP,
OFC) and compare the performance.

Table 6 shows theELOAD metrics of the four policies for the em-
bedded system. As we can see, by jointly applying DVS on the
CPU and DPM on the devices, we can achieve around 14 % sav-
ings inELOAD. The energy savings compared to DVS only policy
or DPM only policy are also up to 5 % and 8 %, respectively. Note
that the proposed policy,DVSDPM, could be applied on the em-
bedded systems powered by other sources as well (other than FC-B
mentioned in this paper).

Table 6: Experimental result - load energy consumption
Policy baseline DVS DPM DVSDPM

ELOAD (KJ) 33.70 30.60 31.49 29.19

Table 7 shows the fuel consumption when we combine the above
four policies with different FC control policies,ASAPand the pro-
posed policyOFC. The results show that:

• When a certain energy policy is used on the embedded sys-
tem, applying PolicyOFC always consumes lower fuel con-
sumption compared to application of PolicyASAP.

• When the optimal FC control policy is used, the fuel con-
sumption due to different embedded system policies follows
the same trend as that ofELOAD.

The minimum fuel consumption is achieved by the combination
of DVSDPM and the optimal FC control policyOFC. The fuel
savings of AlgorithmFC DVSDPM is as high as 25% over the
worst combination (baseline+ ASAP).

The operational lifetime of the FC-B system is the inverse ofthe
fuel consumption. For this example, when the optimal FC control
is employed, the lifetime achieved by AlgorithmOFC DVSDPM
is 18% longer than the baseline policy, 6.2 % longer than the DVS
only policy, and 7.9 % longer than the DPM only policy.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we consider an embedded system powered by an

FC-B hybrid source, where the embedded system consists of a

Table 7: Experimental result - fuel consumption,C (A-s)
Policy baseline DVS DPM DVSDPM
ASAP 3332.3 2723.9 3186.0 2746.1
OFC 2960.8 2659.8 2700.8 2504.3

DVS-enabled CPU and DPM-enabled devices. Our goal is to max-
imize the lifetime of the FC, i.e., minimize the fuel consumption.
This is achieved by applying a combination of an embedded system
load energy minimization policy and an optimal FC output control
policy. The load energy minimization finds the CPU scaling fac-
tor which minimizesELOAD, defined as the sum of the CPU energy
and the device energy. The optimal FC control policy explicitly
takes into account the characteristics of the FC system efficiency.
It achieves the lowest fuel consumption for a givenELOAD. Sim-
ulations on random task traces demonstrates the superiority of the
proposed algorithm compared to other competing algorithms.
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